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Artists’ Postcards
A Compendium
Jeremy Cooper

978 1 86189 852 4
hb | 450 illus, 380 colour | 344 pp | £35 / us$55 / au$84.95
‘e past 20 years or so has seen a range of artists utilising the postcard, including
Rachel Whiteread, Ellsworth Kelly, Gilbert and George and many others. Jeremy
Cooper traces this history from the 1900s through to Surrealism and conceptual
art and up to the present. is is not a tenuous theme, but a fascinating one, that
takes in many important artists on the way.’ – e Bookseller

Art Theft
and the Case of the Stolen Turners
Sandy Nairne

978 1 78023 020 7
Pb | 19 illus | 280 pp | £14.95 / us$23 / au$34.99
‘I was gripped by Sandy Nairne’s matter-of-fact but hair-raising account of
the eﬀorts to reclaim the two Turners.’ – Philip Hensher, ‘Books of the Year’,
e Spectator
‘Nairne’s book is fascinating in its account of the astonishingly British way in
which extraordinary legal precedents were set, and special permissions were
sought, to legitimise the return of the Turners.’ – e Spectator
Art, Word and Image
2,000 Years of Visual/Textual Interaction
John Dixon Hunt, David Lomas and Michael Corris

978 1 86189 745 9
hb | 385 illus, 324 colour | 416 pp | £35 / us$55 / au$99
Pb | 385 illus, 324 colour | 416 pp | £24.95 / us$39 / au$75
‘is is an attractive and thought-provoking publication. Especially noteworthy is
the treatment of the works of outsider artists . . . those with an interest in twentiethcentury art will find several of the seven essays a fascinating exploration of how
artists in the modern world have employed text in their work.’ – Cassone

Chromophobia
David Batchelor

978 1 86189 074 0
pb | 6 colour illus | 128 pp | £12.95 / us$19.95 / au$39.95
‘is beautifully produced book is an intelligent and provocative essay on why
Western culture hates and fears colour . . . you cannot fail to be stimulated by
his thoughts.’ – ra Magazine
‘Full of good writing, good anecdotes, devastating quotes, [and] de arguments.’
– Dave Hickey, Bookforum
‘A hugely entertaining guide to our ongoing obsession with white.’ – Time Out
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Fear and Art in the Contemporary World
Caterina Albano

978 1 78023 019 1
pb | 80 illus, 40 colour | 240 pp | £20 / us$30 / au$49.95
We have always known dread and panic, felt threatened by the spectres of our
society. Fear and Art in the Contemporary World sheds valuable light on the
role of images in the current culture of fear in contemporary art, exploring the
history of medicine and emotion, neuropsychology, sociology, philosophy, and
the history of art and culture along the way.

The Destruction of Art
Iconoclasm and Vandalism since the French Revolution
Dario Gamboni

978 1 86189 316 1
Pb | 151 illus | 416 pp | £16.95 / us$29.95 / au$50.95
‘Well-illustrated . . . brings together a great deal of fascinating information.’
– e Independent
‘Erudite and entertaining, Gamboni’s book is an excellent guide to the outrageous
in art.’ – Glasgow Herald

Burning Issues
Fire in Art and the Social Imagination
Alan Krell

978 1 86189 856 2
hb | 84 illus, 46 colour | 224 pp | £30 / us$45 / au$54.95
‘Moving along its varied approaches, [the book] rewards with a generous gallery
of paintings and photographs, most of which are likely to be new to the reader . . .
Krell’s treatment of the domesticized flame ranges widely, considering paintings
of reading by candlelight and an analysis of the sexualized fires of Charlotte
Brontë’s Jane Eyre, for example.’ – e Chronicle Review

Art and Democracy in Post-Communist Europe
Piotr Piotrowski

978 1 86189 895 1
pb | 70 illus, 60 colour | 272 pp | £19.95 / us$32 / au$49.99
e conclusion of the Cold War in 1989 signalled the beginning of a new era in
Eastern Europe, and this widespread change was felt no less strongly in the world
of art. Here, Piotr Piotrowski examines the art made aer 1989 in Central and
Eastern Europe in light of the profound political, social, economic and cultural
transformations in the region.
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Art in Ireland since 1910
Fionna Barber

978 1 78023 036 8
Hb | 180 illus, 100 colour | 272 pp | £29 / us$45 / au$74.95
In this richly illustrated volume Fionna Barber looks at the work of a wide
range of artists from Yeats and le Brocquy to Cross and Doherty, many of
whom are unfamiliar to audiences outside Ireland. She also casts new light on
Francis Bacon and other figures central to British art, assessing the significance
of their Irishness to an understanding of their work.

Outsider Art
From the Margins to the Marketplace
David Maclagan

978 1 86189 521 9
hb | 47 illus, 45 colour | 192 pp | £22 / us$35 / au$59.95
‘The author guides the reader through this complex debate, building up the
historical background and investigating the growth of psychological ideas and
psychiatric therapies during the twentieth century. His analysis includes an
introduction to the principles of art brut as defined by Dubuﬀet, the evolution
of public appreciation, the role of collectors, and the impact of these developments
on the artists themselves.’ – e Art Newspaper

Jewish Art
A Modern History
Samantha Baskind and Larry Silver

978 1 86189 802 9
Pb | 149 illus, 98 colour | 312 pp | £19.95 / us$35 / au$59.95
‘is beautiful book has no fewer than 149 illustrations, 98 of them in vivid
colour. It is a remarkable achievement . . . It is unquestionably the most
complete study of Jewish art ever published, and it ranges from early times
to the conflicts and confluences between Israeli and Diaspora Jewish culture.’
– History

Framing Russian Art
From Early Icons to Malevich
Oleg Tarasov

978 1 86189 762 6
hb | 260 illus, 77 colour | 418 pp | £49 / us$70 / au$147
‘is is not a book about the frame-maker’s cra, but a lengthy discussion of
the purpose of frames, borders and surrounds in Russian art and architecture.
Bringing to bear great scholarship, generously illustrated with numerous reproductions of unusual and beautiful examples, it gives the reader much cause to
ponder their functions.’ – e Art Newspaper
3
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Portrayal
and the Search for Identity
Marcia Pointon

978 1 78023 041 2
hb | 90 illus, 45 colour | 240 pp | £25 / us$40 / au$64.95
In Portrayal, Marcia Pointon investigates how we view and understand portraiture
as a genre, and how portraits function as artworks within social and political
networks. In exploring these issues the author addresses wide-ranging problems
such as the construction of masculinity in dress, the representation of slaves,
and self-portraiture in relation to mortality.

A Short History of The Shadow
Victor I. Stoichita

978 1 86189 000 9
Pb | 110 illus | 264 pp | £16.95 / us$24.95 / au$49.50
‘Discriminating, inspired interrogation . . . dazzling analysis.’ – Tate Magazine
‘Ambitious and a pleasure to read . . . a thoroughly worthwhile book.’
– Times Higher Education Supplement
‘The author chronicles the changing connotations that shadows have had in
Western history . . . [He] shows how shadows are deftly used, among other
purposes, to suggest the ambiguity of the human psyche.’ – Washington Times

Art Forgery
The History of a Modern Obsession
Thierry Lenain

978 1 86189 850 0
Hb | 55 illus | 384 pp | £35 / us$55 / au$84.95
‘Enter the first character of Art Forgery: the art connoisseur. His claim is that it is
impossible to forge a work of art . . . e forger’s aim is to prove him wrong. e
epic struggle between the two constitutes the subject of ierry Lenain’s remarkable book, whose dazzling erudition and lucid logic make it a pleasure to read.’
– Donald Sassoon, History Today

What Makes a Great Exhibition?
Edited by Paula Marincola

978 0 97083 461 4
pb | 56 illus | 184 pp | £12.95 / us$19.95 / au$34.95
‘A unique compilation of essays by well-known curators and active participants
within this field, it is less an anthology and more an exhibition itself . . . Despite
the authoritative stance from which these essays stem, together they refreshingly
bring the discussion back to the true centre of their work: the artwork itself.’
– Contemporary magazine
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Distributed on behalf of Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative, e Pew Center for
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a rt

Jan van Eyck
The Play of Realism, revised and expanded edition
Craig Harbison

978 1 86189 820 3
pb | 137 illus, 49 colour | 272 pp | £16.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.95
‘An enthralling study.’ – e Sunday Telegraph
‘Admirably restores a sense of van Eyck’s singularity and modernity . . . a highly
original book.’ – e Art Bulletin
‘A fascinating investigation into the nature of the great pioneer’s clients.’
– Art Review

Caspar David Friedrich
and the Subject of Landscape, second edition
Joseph Leo Koerner

978 1 86189 439 7
pb | 148 illus, 68 colour | 364 pp | £14.95 / us$27 /au$44.95
‘is is a model of interpretative art history, taking in a good deal of German
Romantic philosophy, but founded always on the immediate experience of the
picture . . . It is rare to find a scholar so obviously in sympathy with his subject.’
– e Independent

Giovanni Bellini
Oskar Bätschmann

978 1 86189 357 4
hb | 186 illus, 82 colour | 256 pp | £39.95 / us$55 / au$120
‘Imaginative, rich in insights and exceptionally stimulating . . . an elegant volume
which makes the products of many university presses look like desktop eﬀorts.’
– e Art Newspaper
‘is admirable account of Giovanni Bellini is underpinned by emotion as well
as intellect . . . a fluent, thoughtful and informative introduction to the work of
arguably the best-loved Venetian artist of the Renaissance.’ – Apollo magazine

The Sensory World of Italian Renaissance Art
François Quiviger

978 1 86189 657 5
hb | 99 illus, 39 colour | 208 pp | £17.95 / us$27 / au$49.95
‘One major academic growth industry has been the historical study of the senses,
in which the sensory hierarchies and experiences of the past are reconstructed.
François Quiviger’s e Sensory World of Renaissance Art is one of the most
stimulating and ambitious.’ – e Art Newspaper
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Sensuous Surfaces
The Decorative Object in Early Modern China
Jonathan Hay

978 1 86189 408 3
hb | 229 illus, 223 colour | 440 pp | £35 / us co-pub. / au$105
‘is book fills a large gap in the literature on the Chinese decorative arts, providing the most comprehensive study to date on the subject underpinned by a
novel methodological approach . . . excellent and copious illustrations, the book
also benefits from a useful bibliography and a character list for Chinese terms
and categories . . . a very welcome and overdue publication.’ – Études Chinoises

A Story of Ruins
Presence and Absence in Chinese Art and Visual Culture
Wu Hung

978 1 86189 876 0
hb | 190 illus, 131 colour | 296 pp | £40 / us co-pub. / au$120
‘Emphasizing the interconnection of East and West, this is a landmark book in the
study of global art. Unprecedentedly ambitious, it covers all at once chinoiserie
in the West and the arts of imperial, republican, and communist China . . .
With its unusual breadth and depth, A Story of Ruins should appeal to a very
wide audience.’ – Lillian Lan-ying Tseng, New York University

Sex and the Floating World
Erotic Images in Japan, 1700–1820, second edition
Timon Screech

978 1 86189 432 8
pb | 171 illus, 56 colour | 320 pp | £17.95 / us$35 / au$54.95
‘With concern, proportion, wit and a bit of levity, the author of this authoritative
and invaluable contribution to scholarship has given us the book for which we
have long waited.’ – Donald Richie, e Japan Times
‘Copiously illustrated and full of witty anecdotes as well as solid scholarly research.
e ideal bedtime read?’ – Insight Japan

Fish in Art
Christine E. Jackson

978 1 86189 899 9
hb | 198 illus, 167 colour | 248 pp | £25 / us$39 / au$59.99
Offering a study of fish in art that is grounded in the physical conditions of
fishing and the fish trade, Christine E. Jackson provides an original and unique
perspective on the artistic legacy of fish and the fishing industry. Fish in Art will
be of interest to fishermen, natural historians and art students alike.
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Between Sense and de Kooning
978 1 86189 853 1
hb | 107 illus, 96 colour | 312 pp | £35 / us$49 / au$84.95
With detailed analysis of specific works from throughout de Kooning’s career,
many of which have never been published or studied before, Shiﬀ discusses the
artist’s use of materials and his technical experimentation. Between Sense and
de Kooning provides a much-needed analysis and appreciation of de Kooning’s
complete oeuvre and will appeal not only to art historians but anyone interested
in twentieth-century art.

Since ’45
America and the Making of Contemporary Art
Katy Siegel

978 1 86189 773 2
hb | 61 illus | 256 pp | £19.95 / us$29 / au$59.95
‘Siegel argues for a distinctive American shape to contemporary art, ignored by
critics and historians committed to interpreting American art within the context
of European modernism . . . illuminating and constructive. Highly recommended.’
– Choice
‘An incisive and fascinating inside-out critique of American contemporary art.’
– Jeﬀ Koons
Leon Golub
Echoes of the Real, second edition
Jon Bird

978 1 86189 765 7
pb | 208 illus, 173 colour | 272 pp | £24.95 / us$39 / au$75
Leon Golub (1922–2004) was a leading exponent of history painting – painting
as a narrative, symbolic expression of global, social and political relations and
of the realities of power. In this revised and expanded second edition, Jon Bird
examines the artist’s work from the classically influenced early paintings through
depictions of conflict and masculine aggression to the compelling images of
Golub’s last two decades.

Narcissus Reflected
The Narcissus Myth in Surrealist and Contemporary Art
David Lomas

978 0 94791 299 4
pb | 70 illus, 40 colour | 176 pp | £17.95 / us$27 / au$49.95
‘Lomas oﬀers an expansive examination of the Narcissus myth. His illuminating
discussions of each artist weave together the biographical and the theoretical. And
the colorful, vivid, and erotic reproductions that illustrate the book help convey
the scope and power of the original exhibition.’ – e Gay & Lesbian Review
Distributed on behalf of e Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh
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Ad Reinhardt
Michael Corris

Francis Bacon and the
Loss of Self

978 1 86189 356 7
hb | 240 pp
£25 / us$39.95 / au$75

Before Disenchantment

Ernst van Alphen

Ape to Apollo

Images of Exotic Animals and
Plants in the Early Modern World

978 0 94846 234 4
pb | 123 illus, 25 colour | 208 pp
£14.95 / us$16 / au$43.95

Aesthetics and the Idea of Race
in the 18th Century
David Bindman

978 1 86189 140 2
pb | 61 illus | 264 pp
£29 / us$52.50 / au$82.50
Art and Religion in Eighteenth
Century Europe
Nigel Aston

978 1 86189 377 2
hb | 110 illus, 57 colour | 344 pp
£29.95 / us$45 / au$90

Peter Mason

978 1 86189 437 3
hb | 140 illus | 272 pp
£25 / us$49 / au$75

Global Interests

Beyond Vision

Lisa Jardine and Jerry Brotton

Essays on the Perception of Art
Pavel Florensky

978 1 86189 166 2
pb | 87 illus, 32 colour | 224 pp
£19.95 / us$40 / au$54.95

978 1 86189 130 3
pb | 91 illus | 320 pp
£29 / us$45 / au$94.95
Constantin Brancusi
Sanda Miller

Art of Death
Visual Culture in the English Death
Ritual, c. 1500–c. 1800

978 1 86189 652 0
pb | 39 illus | 176 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95
Empire of Great Brightness
Visual and Material Cultures
of Ming China, 1368–1644
Craig Clunas

Art of the Yellow Springs
Understanding Chinese Tombs
Wu Hung

978 1 86189 624 7
hb | 230 illus, 83 colour | 272 pp
£35 / us co-pub. / au$99
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A Visual Primer
Yves Abrioux

978 0 94846 240 5
pb | 468 illus | 328 pp
£29 / us$30 / au$89.95

Sacred Spaces in Imperial Russia
Oleg Tarasov

978 1 86189 118 1
hb | 207 illus, 50 colour | 416 pp
£29 / us$40 / au$99

978 1 86189 360 4
pb | 199 illus, 61 colour | 288 pp
£22.50 / us$55 / au$70

Image on the Edge

Food in Painting

The Margins of Medieval Art
Michael Camille

From the Renaissance to
the Present

Art Under Control in North Korea

Kenneth Bendiner

Jane Portal

978 1 86189 213 3
Hb | 147 illus, 79 colour | 240 pp
£19.95 / us$35 / au$59.95

978 1 86189 236 2
pb | 135 illus, 72 colour | 192 pp
£22.50 / us$35 / au$69.95

Ian Hamilton Finlay

Icon and Devotion

Nigel Llewellyn

978 0 94846 216 0
pb | 101 illus, 10 colour | 160 pp
£10.95 / us$22.95 / au$32.95

Renaissance Art between
East and West

978 0 94846 228 3
pb | 86 illus, 13 colour | 176 pp
£14.95 / us$26 / au$43.95

Marcel Duchamp

Paul Delaroche

Tibetan Painting after 1959
Clare Harris

Caroline Cros

History Painted
Stephen Bann

978 1 86189 039 9
pb | 91 illus | 256 pp
£19.95 / us$35 / au$60.50

978 1 86189 262 1
pb | 50 illus | 200 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95

a rt

In the Image of Tibet

978 1 86189 007 8
pb | 169 illus, 35 colour | 304 pp
£40 / us$95 / au$120

Nicolas Poussin
In the Shadow of Yalta
Art and the Avant-garde in
Eastern Europe, 1945–1989
Piotr Piotrowski

978 1 86189 863 0
pb | 224 illus | 488 pp
£20 / us$30 / au$49.95

Dialectics of Painting
Oskar Bätschmann

978 0 94846 243 6
pb | 117 illus, 28 colour | 166 pp
£24 / us$35 / au$74.95

Paul Delvaux
Surrealizing the Nude
David Scott

978 0 94846 239 9
pb | 62 illus | 136 pp
£17.95 / us$22.50 / au$39.60

Obtaining Images
Peter Lanyon

The Invisible Masterpiece

Art, Production and Display
in Edo Japan

Hans Belting

Timon Screech

Modernism and the Land
Andrew Causey

9781 86189 108 2
pb | 180 illus | 384 pp
£17.95 / us co-pub. / au$59.95

978 1 86189 814 2
hb | 245 illus, 180 colour | 384 pp
£29.95 / us co-pub. / au$89.95

978 1 86189 275 1
pb | 100 illus, 40 colour | 224 pp
£14.95 / us$24.95 / au$45
Pictures and Visuality
in Early Modern China

John Berger

Pablo Picasso

Andy Merrifield

Mary Ann Caws

978 1861 89 904 0
pb | 30 illus | 224 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.99

978 1 86189 247 8
pb | 30 illus | 176 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95

John Cage

Painting the Soul

Rob Haskins

Icons, Death Masks and Shrouds
Robin Cormack

978 1 86189 905 7
pb | 30 illus | 184 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.99

Craig Clunas

978 1 86189 668 1
pb | 96 illus | 224 pp
£25 / us$40 / au$62.50

978 1 86189 001 6
pb | 77 illus | 248 pp
£17.95 / us$35 / au$55.95

Looking at the Overlooked
Palestinian Art

Four Essays on Still Life Painting
Norman Bryson

Gannit Ankori

978 0 94846 206 1
pb | 87 illus | 192 pp
£15.95 / us$24.95 / au$43.95

978 1 86189 259 1
pb | 162 illus, 60 colour | 256 pp
£19.95 / us$35 / au$59.95
Parallel Texts
Interviews and Interventions
About Art
Victor Burgin

978 1 86189 813 5
pb | 30 illus | 248 pp
£19.95 / us$35 / au$59.95
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The Postmodern Animal

Tattoo

Vera Röhm

Steve Baker

Bodies, Art and Exchange
in the Pacific and Europe

Eugen Gomringer and Stephen Bann

978 1 86189 060 3
pb | 74 illus | 208 pp
£19.95 / us$24.95 / au$54.50
Potential Images
Ambiguity and Indeterminacy
in Modern Art
Dario Gamboni

978 1 86189 149 5
pb | 201 illus, 60 colour | 416 pp
£22 / us$29.95 / au$69.95
Reflections on Baroque
Robert Harbison

978 1 86189 142 6
pb | 100 illus | 280 pp
£14.95 / us$27.50 / au$49.95
Robert Motherwell
with Pen and Brush
Mary Ann Caws

978 1 86189 141 9
pb | 131 illus, 47 colour | 208 pp
£14.95 / us$24.95 / au$49.95

Edited by Nicholas Thomas,
Anna Cole and Bronwen Douglas

978 1 86189 264 5
pb | 208 illus, 116 colour | 200 pp
£16.95 / us$29 / au$49.95

978 1 86189 225 6
pb | 127 illus, 40 colour | 256 pp
£16.95 / us co-pub. / au$39.95

Visionary Experience In The
Golden Age of Spanish Art
Victor I. Stoichita

The Thief, the Cross
and the Wheel
Pain and the Spectacle of Punishment
in Medieval and Renaissance Europe

978 0 94846 275 7
pb | 102 illus | 224 pp
£17.95 / us$34.95 / au$54.95

Mitchell B. Merback

Visualizing the Revolution

978 1 86189 098 6
pb | 119 illus, 33 colour | 352 pp
£14.95 / us co-pub. / au$49.50

Politics and Pictorial Arts in Late
Eighteenth-century France

The Triumph of Modernism
India's Artists and the
Avant-garde, 1922–47

Rolf Reichardt and Hubertus Kohle

978 1 86189 312 3
hb | 186 illus, 30 colour | 240 pp
£25 / us$45 / au$75

Partha Mitter

Water and Art

978 1 86189 318 5
pb | 147 illus, 107 colour | 272 pp
£22.50 / us$45 / au$68

David Clarke

978 1 86189 662 9
pb | 110 illus, 20 colour | 256 pp
£22.50 / us$35 / au$65

Utamaro
Salvador Dalí
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Mary Ann Caws

and the Spectacle of Beauty
Julie Nelson Davis

978 1 86189 383 3
pb | 54 illus | 192 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95

9781861893598
hb | 114 illus, 66 colour | 296 pp
£35 / us co-pub. / au$105

Written On The Body
The Tattoo in European
and American History
Jane Caplan

978 1 86189 062 7
pb | 75 illus | 344 pp
£22.50 / us co-pub. / au$54.95

Gülru Necipoglu

978 1 86189 253 9
pb | 546 illus, 250 colour | 592 pp | £29 / us$49 / au$87
‘Necipoğlu’s book is a publishing landmark; an astoundingly rich work that, as
it boldly states on the back cover, “is unlikely ever to be superseded.” Without
question, e Age of Sinan is one of the most remarkable architectural biographies ever written and the book Sinan’s life and work richly deserves.’
– Prospect magazine

a rc h i t e c t u re

The Age of Sinan
Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire

Turkey
Modern Architectures in History
Sibel Bozdogan and Esra Akcan

978 1 86189 878 4
pb | 200 illus | 272 pp | £16.95 / us$29.95 / au$44.95
is book dely extends the more typical surveys of modern architecture to
include a ‘non-Western’ country on the margins of Europe. A richly informative
history of Turkey’s built environment by leading historian of the field Sibel
Bozdoğan and architectural critic Esra Akcan, this book will be of interest to
architects as well as the general reader interested in the culture of Turkey.

Travels in the History of Architecture
Robert Harbison

978 1 86189 818 0
pb | 180 illus | 288 pp | £14.95 / us$24.95 / au$34.95
‘Robert Harbison is a deliciously poetic architectural historian who pursues ideas
like scents running hither and thither. His rich work always makes a refreshing
and readable change from the exhaustive PhD-disciplined linear conventionality
of his contemporaries – he believes in his own thinking . . . of all Harbison’s books
this is the one most likely to unexpectedly get under your skin.’ – riba Journal

A World of Gardens
John Dixon Hunt

978 1 86189 880 7
hb | 258 illus, 148 colour | 368 pp | £29 / us$45 / au$69.95
‘Captivating and richly illustrated . . . From the rough volcanic rocks used in
Japanese gardens to the carefully tended topiary of Versailles, Hunt’s magnificent
tour of global horticulture opens our eyes to the garden in its many guises: playground, theater, laboratory, and cathedral.’ – Barnes and Noble Review
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a rc h i t e c t u re

Twenty Minutes in Manhattan
Michael Sorkin

978 1 86189 428 1
hb | 216 pp | £16.95 / us$27 / au$49.95
‘e trove of thumbnail sketches and obscure facts is augmented with fascinating
ruminations about the socio-political ins and outs of the business of construction
and urban renewal in New York City, the intricate socioeconomic consequences
that result, and the ethical ramifications of these undertakings.’
– James Sclavunos, e Times

Frank Lloyd Wright
Robert McCarter

978 1 86189 268 3
pb | 36 illus | 224 pp | £10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95
‘Writing in succinct prose devoid of academic jargon, McCarter explains what
made Wright’s architecture so revolutionary . . . While acknowledging Wright’s
greatness, McCarter has not written a hagiography . . . McCarter’s book could
have been half as long again; it’s that much of a pleasure to read.’ – ARTnews

Architecture’s Evil Empire?
The Triumph and Tragedy of Global Modernism
Miles Glendinning

978 1 86189 756 5
pb | 208 pp | £14.95 / us$27.95 / au$44.95
‘Engrossing . . . Glendinning’s polemic argues that the “spectacularisation” of
architecture creates alienated places and people. Late 20th-century modernist
architecture’s failure to give form to a humane socio-industrial revolution collapsed
in the 1980s and 1990s into a veneration of inherently capitalist design geniuses .
. . Glendinning marshals his arguments dely and his quoted material burns
bright . . . admirable.’ – e Independent

The Destruction of Memory
Architecture at War
Robert Bevan

978 1 86189 319 2
pb | 67 illus | 240 pp | £14.95 / us$20 / au$39.95
‘As Bevan’s fascinating, melancholy book shows, symbolic buildings have long
been targeted in and out of war as a particular kind of mnemonic violence
against those to whom they are special.’ – e Guardian
‘A must-read.’ – riba Journal
12

Adrian Forty

978 1 86189 897 5
hb | 304 pp | 120 illus | £27 / us$40 / au$68.99
Concrete polarizes opinion: provoking intense loathing and even nausea in
some, it is regarded by others with a messianic passion. Concrete and Culture
breaks new ground by studying concrete’s eﬀects on culture rather than its
technical properties, examining the ways concrete has changed our understanding of nature, of time, and of material.

a rc h i t e c t u re

Concrete and Culture
A Material History

The Prefabricated Home
Colin Davies

978 1 86189 243 0
pb | 120 illus | 224 pp | £18.95 / us$29 / au$59.95
‘Easy-to-read and provocative . . . valuable to a wide and diverse audience of
general readers, design students, practitioners, and academics . . . Davies
achieves such broad appeal by cleverly packaging two narratives into one book.
His polemic on modern architecture is embedded inside of a competent short
history of western architects’ experimentations with prefabricated single family
homes.’ – Design Issues

Britain
Modern Architectures in History
Alan Powers

978 1 86189 281 2
pb | 221 illus | 304 pp | £16.95 / us$29.95 / au$52.95
‘is thorough, thoughtful and balanced history is a must-read . . . the first
comprehensive history of twentieth-century British architecture, and although
you may not share its viewpoint, it is absolutely essential that you read it at least
once.’ – omas Muirhead, Building Design

Tudoresque
In Pursuit of the Ideal Home
Andrew Ballantyne and Andrew Law

978 1 86189 811 1
hb | 79 illus | 288 pp | £25 / us$45 / au$59.95
‘It’s a good thing that there are cultural historians around to point out the hidden strangeness of our streets. Andrew Ballantyne and Andrew Law have given
deep thought to the question of why Tudor appeals.’ – New Statesman
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a rc h i t e c t u re
Brazil

Greece

Nature Over Again

Modern Architectures in History
Richard J. Williams

Modern Architectures in History
Alexander Tzonis and Alcestis P. Rodi

The Garden Art of Ian Hamilton Finlay
John Dixon Hunt

978 1 86189 400 7
pb | 190 illus | 288 pp
£16.95 / us$29.95 / au$50.95

978 1 86189 379 6
pb | 180 illus | 272 pp
£16.95 / us$29.95 / au$44.95

978 1 86189 393 2
hb | 156 illus, 144 colour | 200 pp
£29.95 / us$55 / au$90

Dam

Here Comes The Sun

Projected Cities

Trevor Turpin

Architecture and Public Space in
Twentieth-century European Culture

Cinema and Urban Space
Stephen Barber

Ken Worpole

978 1 86189 127 3
pb | 78 illus | 208 pp
£10 / us$16 / au$29.95

978 1 86189 328 4
pb | 118 illus, 32 colour | 256 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95
Designing the Seaside

978 1 86189 073 3
pb | 95 illus, 60 colour | 168 pp
£22 / us$35 / au$72.60

Architecture, Society and Nature
Fred Gray

Italy

Ian Grosvenor and Catherine Burke

Modern Architectures in History
Diane Yvonne Ghirardo

978 1 86189 302 4
pb | 97 illus, 19 colour | 208 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95

978 1 86189 440 3
pb | 439 illus, 246 colour | 336 pp
£19.95 / us$40 / au$59.95

School

East Asia Modern

978 1 86189 864 7
pb | 200 illus | 256 pp
£16.95 / us$29.95 / au$44.95

Shaping the Contemporary City
Peter G. Rowe

The Judicious Eye

978 1 86189 249 2
pb | 52 illus | 224 pp
£24.95 / us$27 / au$54.95
Finland
Modern Architectures in History
Roger Connah

978 1 86189 250 8
pb | 184 illus | 286 pp
£16.95 / us$29.95 / au$50

Scott A. Lukas
Architecture Against the Other Arts
Joseph Rykwert

978 1 86189 358 1
hb | 130 illus | 498 pp
£29.95 / us co-pub. / au$90
Last Landscapes
The Architecture of the Cemetery
in the West
Ken Worpole

978 1 86189 161 7
pb | 100 colour illus | 224 pp
£24 / us$35 / au$69
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Theme Park
978 1 86189 394 9
pb | 125 illus, 26 colour | 272 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95
USA
Modern Architectures in History
Gwendolyn Wright

978 1 86189 344 4
pb | 241 illus | 320 pp
£16.95 / us$29.95 / au$50.95

Mary E. Davis

978 1 86189 757 2
pb | 93 illus, 51 colour | 256 pp | £17.95 / us$29 / au$44.95

fas h i o n

Ballets Russes Style
Diaghilev’s Dancers and Paris Fashion

‘e “legendary command” of the Ballets Russes impresario was simply: “Astonish me!” A century on from its Paris debut, Diaghilev’s dancers continue to do
that in this handsome book . . . Mary E. Davis conveys the electric excitement
from a collection of talents – music by Stravinsky, sets by Picasso, costumes by
Bakst – that has never been equalled.’ – e Independent

Men in Black
John Harvey

978 0 94846 274 0
pb | 83 illus | 280 pp | £12.95 / us co-pub. / au$43.95
‘A brilliantly sustained, illuminating and subtle disquisition on the malaise of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century English society – you will probably never
put on a black garment again, man or woman, without resonating like a tuning
fork with the memory of what you have read.’ – Literary Review

Coco Chanel

Fashion

London

Retro

Linda Simon

A Philosophy
Lars Svendsen

after a Fashion
Alistair O’Neill

The Culture of Revival
Elizabeth E. Guffey

978 1 86189 291 1
pb | 192 pp
£12.95 / us$24.95
au$39.95

978 1 86189 315 4
pb | 99 illus | 240 pp
£14.95 / us$24.95
au$44.95

978 1 86189 290 4
pb | 45 illus | 192 pp
£12.95 / us$19.95
au$40.95

978 1 86189 859 3
pb | 38 illus | 208 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95
au$24.95
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design

Designing Modern Britain
Cheryl Buckley

978 1 86189 322 2
pb | 130 illus, 46 colour | 256 pp | £17.95 / us$35 / au$53.95
‘This is a lot more than just another limp-wristed paean to the Routemaster
bus. It’s a cogently argued design history of the 20th century where society
is as important as the objects it generates.’ – riba Journal

The Modern Interior
Penny Sparke

978 1 86189 372 7
pb | 100 illus | 240 pp | £16.95 / us$29.95 / au$50.95
‘e visual reticence of this little book . . . undersells the expansiveness, diversity
and materiality of its subject . . . e Modern Interior presents a compelling
argument to consider interiors outside the home, just as it charts the complex
interplay between public and private in all interiors, domestic and otherwise.
is persuasive book is a well-craed and engaging read.’
– Times Higher Education

Dutch Design
A History
Mienke Simon Thomas

978 1 86189 380 2
pb | 171 illus, 83 colour | 272 pp | £17.95 / us$35 / au$53.95
‘Mienke Simon omas’ engrossing account in this book implies the current lack
of design focus reflects a wider malaise; a sense of dri from a clear purpose. Her
survey and insights give much for thought about that doughty small country across
the sea with which we British have such a particular aﬃnity.’
– Architects’ Journal

The Shape of Things
A Philosophy of Design
Vilém Flusser

978 1 86189 055 9
pb | 128 pp | £14.95 / us$24.95 / au$49.50
‘ere is nothing diﬃcult or obscure about these essays. ey are as sharp and
lucid as precious stones because they proceed not by argument but poetically,
by metaphor, story telling and myth.’ – Architects’ Journal ‘Books of the Year’
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design

Chair

Motorcycle

Anne Massey

Steven Alford and Suzanne Ferriss

978 1 86189 758 9
pb | 103 illus, 45 colour | 224 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95

978 1 86189 345 1
pb | 111 illus, 50 colour | 240 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95

Computer

Railway

Paul Atkinson

George Revill

978 1 86189 664 3
pb | 143 illus, 52 colour | 256 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95

978 1 86189 874 6
pb 114 illus, 57 colour | 288 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.99

Design For Society

Ship

Nigel Whiteley

Gregory Votolato

978 0 94846 265 8
pb | 41 illus | 192 pp
£14.95 / us$22.50 / au$37.95

978 1 86189 772 5
pb | 119 illus, 36 colour | 304 pp
£16.95 / us$27 / au$44.95

Designing Modern Germany

Transport Design

Jeremy Aynsley

A Travel History
Gregory Votolato

978 1 86189 401 4
pb | 125 illus, 52 colour | 256 pp
£17.95 / us$35 / au$53.95

978 1 86189 329 1
pb | 143 illus | 240 pp
£17.95 / us$35 / au$53.95

Modernism In Design
Edited by Paul Greenhalgh

978 0 94846 211 5
pb | 60 illus | 248 pp
£17.95 / us$39 / au$43.95
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ph o t o g r a ph y

Picturing Atrocity
Photography in Crisis
Edited by Geoffrey Batchen, Mick Gidley, Nancy K. Miller and Jay Prosser

978 1 86189 872 2
pb | 77 illus, 25 colour | 320 pp | £20 / us$30 / au$49.95
‘It is hard to look: My Lai, Dachau, Abu Ghraib, Wounded Knee. We know these
atrocities through the painful evidence of unforgettable documentary photographs.
But these images are far from innocent . . . is important new collection of essays
by some of the most brilliant analysts of photography shows how deliberately
horrifying pictures have shaped – and continue to shape – the ethics and politics
of the modern era.’ – Brian Wallis, Chief Curator, International Center of
Photography, New York
Towards a Philosophy of Photography
Vilém Flusser

978 1 86189 076 4
pb | 96 pp | £11.95 / us$18 / au$34.95
‘A relatively little-known but significant text.’
– Lindsay Smith, e Year’s Work in Critical and Cultural Studies
In Towards a Philosophy of Photography, media philosopher Vilém Flusser
proposes a revolutionary new way of thinking about photography, analysing
the medium in terms of aesthetics, science and politics.

Photography and Cinema
David Campany

978 1 86189 351 2
pb | 127 illus, 40 colour | 160 pp | £15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95
Winner of the 2009 And/Or Book Awards, Moving Images Category
‘In Photography and Cinema, David Campany eloquently engages with the
dynamic relationship between the still photographic image and the moving
cinematic one . . . an elegant and illuminating overview of the way these two
media continue to speak to, and about, each other.’ – Times Literary Supplement

Photography and Spirit
John Harvey

978 1 86189 324 6
pb | 80 illus, 31 colour | 176 pp | £15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95
‘Economical and intriguing . . . Harvey restores the full sense of ‘spirit’ in
nineteenth-century science, religion and aesthetics, while charting spirit
photography’s persistence well into the twentieth century . . . a fascinating
addition to the literature on delusional aesthetics.’ – Art Review
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978 1 86189 870 8
pb | 91 illus, 50 colour | 184 pp | £17.95 / us$29.95 / au$44.95
‘While many of us are aware that early archaeology’s popularity was facilitated
largely by means of photographic images, Bohrer demonstrates that, in their
quest for the objective documentation of the past, archaeologists and scholars
of antiquity were also directly involved in the invention of the new photographic technologies.’ – Zainab Bahrani, Columbia University

ph o t o g r a ph y

Photography and Archaeology
Frederick N. Bohrer

Photography and Anthropology
Christopher Pinney

978 1 86189 804 3
pb | 90 illus, 68 colour | 176 pp | £17.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.95
‘Pinney gives us . . . a valuable analysis of the struggle to know, to see, to record,
and to present . . . anthropologists interested in photography, ethnography, and
the history and philosophy of the discipline will certainly benefit from contemplating the message that Pinney brings in this important book.’
– Anthropology Review

Photography and Ireland
Justin Carville

978 1 86189 871 5
pb | 125 illus, 113 colour | 216 pp | £17.95 / us$29.95 / au$44.95
‘Justin Carville’s Photography and Ireland is much more than a national survey
book. In his hands, photography tells us a great deal about the way in which the
Irish have been perceived and the example of Ireland is employed to ask questions of photography. Carville demonstrates why his subject matters. ere can
be no doubt that photography in Ireland has found its historian.’
– Steve Edwards, e Open University

Photography and China
Claire Roberts

978 1 86189 911 8
pb | 100 illus, 80 colour | 192 pp | £19.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.99
Featuring a strong narrative and numerous striking images, many unfamiliar to a
Western audience, Photography and China will appeal to all those with an interest
in China, photography, Chinese art and visual culture, or twentieth-century history
and society. is book is the first overview of the subject to be published in English,
providing a comprehensive account of this previously neglected relationship.
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ph o t o g r a ph y
Derek Jarman

Photography and Egypt

Photography and Science

Michael Charlesworth

Maria Golia

Kelley Wilder

978 1 86189 860 9
pb | 31 illus | 208 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95

978 1 86189 543 1
pb | 121 illus, 77 colour | 192 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.95

978 1 86189 399 4
pb | 81 illus, 64 colour | 144 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

Eadweard Muybridge

Photography and Flight

Photography and the USA

Marta Braun

Denis Cosgrove and William L. Fox

Mick Gidley

978 1 86189 760 2
pb | 51 illus | 256 pp
£10.95 / us$16.95 / au$32.95

978 1 86189 398 7
pb | 103 illus, 58 colour | 148 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

978 1 86189 770 1
pb | 110 illus, 60 colour | 184 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

Photography and Africa

Photography and Italy

Photography and Travel

Erin Haney

Maria Antonella Pelizzari

Graham Smith

978 1 86189 382 6
pb | 102 illus, 76 colour | 200 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

978 1 86189 769 5
pb / 126 illus, 94 colour | 192 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

978 1 86189 912 5
pb | 100 illus, 80 colour | 192 pp
£19.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.99

Photography and Australia

Photography and Japan

Picturing Empire

Helen Ennis

Karen M. Fraser

978 1 86189 323 9
pb | 81 illus, 68 colour | 160 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$39.95

978 1 86189 797 8
pb | 104 illus, 70 colour | 176 pp
£17.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.95

Photography and the Visualization
of the British Empire

Photography and Death

Photography and Literature

Audrey Linkman

François Brunet

978 1 86189 791 6
pb | 101 illus, 70 colour | 216 pp
£17.95 / us$29.95 / au$49.95

978 1 86189 429 8
pb | 92 illus, 40 colour | 176 pp
£15.95 / us$29.95 / au$47.95

James R. Ryan

978 1 86189 009 2
hb | 92 illus | 272 pp
£25 / us co-pub. / au$82.50
The Spoken Image
Photography and Language
Clive Scott

978 1 86189 032 0
pb | 81 illus | 356 pp
£24.95 / us$24.95 / au$59.95
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